
Exam Consultation Workshop - Discussion 
A second opportunity to understand the test material. 

 
Each student needs a color pencil. 
Any writing done during consultation must be done in color pencil. 
 
A. Each student has the chance to ask one question to the entire class for consultation. 
 
B. There has to be a brand new voice that starts off the answering portion of each 
question asked. After that new voice is heard, then a classroom discussion may be had. 
 
C. To ask a question or to answer a question one person MUST speak at a time. Please 
raise your hand as an indicator and I will pass you the “speaking ball" to that person. 
 
D. If anyone decides to change their answer you must use the colored pencil to do 

so. Any marks made on the exam by the colored pencil indicates that that question is 

now worth up to 50% of the points.  

In other words, you have a chance to earn up to 50% of any questions points through 

this consultation. For example, if you have a 2 point question that you feel you DID NOT 

answer correctly and you feel through the consultation you now know the right answer, 

then change your answer (using the colored pencil) and you have the opportunity to 

earn up to 1 point -- much better than a 0!!!  

 

However, if you had the question answered correctly to begin with and you change it to 

a wrong answer, then you risk losing all the points.  

 

E. As the teacher, I am here to facilitate the consultation. Please do not look to me for 

answers. I will not show any indicator expressions. I will simply be the person who 

makes sure this all runs smoothly. *I would have students who ask a question call on 

the new voice to answer -- just make sure that it is a new voice starting off each 

question. 

 
Exam Consultation Workshop - Test Correction 



A third opportunity to understand the test material. 
 
1. I will walk you through the corrections of your test.  
 
2. Your partner may ask for clarifying questions before we go over the answer.  

You can clarify your handwriting. 
You can explain what was meant by a sentence. 
You can NOT add new information. 

 
3. You can NOT touch your own test. 
 
4.  If a question has colored pencil, they correct the colored pencil answer and award up 
to half of the points. 
 
5. Once finished put Corrected By: _[ YOUR NAME ]_________ and the score on the 
front page of the exam. SCORE /100 


